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Popular Favourites, or “Song Lyrics Are Poetry, Too” 

 
Course Description: 
True story: my ninth-grade English teacher Mrs. Dewitt kept trying to convince her class that pop song 
lyrics were a kind of poetry. How do words and music function as literature, in the classroom and in the 
popular imagination? Following up on a cue from the cultural theorist Stuart Hall, I’m asking us to 
investigate the implications of treating song as one of the “popular arts” – that is, to think about the 
various relationships between the aesthetic (or the artistic) and the popular. What becomes of notions 
of taste or of literary value when we have to teach pop song lyrics as poetry? Or what happens when 
we get our ethics, as Nick Hornby suggests in High Fidelity, by asking ourselves “what Bruce 
Springsteen would do”? The recent awarding of a Pulitzer prize to Bob Dylan affirms the cultural status 
in America of popular song. What does this say about the place of the poetic or of the literary in 
contemporary Anglo-American culture? We’ll read texts that investigate the formative reception of pop 
song in youth culture by Roddy Doyle and Lavinia Greenlaw. We’ll also analyze pop and folk lyrics 
directly, and look into the history of contemporary pop song, examining its roots in populist folk music 
(investigating questions of race and gender politics) and in musical theatre. Students will be able to 
introduce their own favourite songs or artists into class discussions. We’ll also analyze the ways in a 
representative television drama, Freaks and Geeks,incorporates popular music into its depiction of 
emergent North American identities. 
 
Required Texts: 

 Judd Apatow and Paul Feig, creators, Freaks and Geeks  [DVD Boxed Set] (NBC, 1999-
2000) 

 Roddy Doyle, The Commitments (Vintage, 1997) 
 Lavinia Greenlaw, The Importance of Music to Girls (Faber, 2007) 
 Paul Muldoon, The Word on the Street: Rock Lyrics (Farrar, Straus, Giroux, 2013) 
 Zora Neale Hurston, Mules and Men (HarperCollins, 2008) 
 Cole Porter, Selected Lyrics (Library of America, 2006) 
 John K. Samson, Lyrics and Poems, 1997-2012 (Arbeiter Ring, 2012) 
 June Skinner Sawyers, ed. Racing in the Street: The Bruce Springsteen Reader (Penguin, 

2004) 
 Patti Smith, Patti Smith Complete 1975-2006: Lyrics, Reflections & Notes for 

the Future (Ecco, 2007) 
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Course Requirements: 

 2 short essays 
 a term paper 
 a response blog 
 final examination 

 


